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Title of the Practice: Re-orienting the teaching-learning and administrative processes during lockdown
imposed by Covid'19

Objective: Meeting the challenges posed by the closure of college due to the pandemic.

Context: Closure due to the pandemic, necessitated the college to rediscover its identity, practices
and operations while maintaining its ethos, values, and mission vision.

Practice: In order to ensure continuity in operations of all academic and administrative affairs of the
College and ensure the well-being of all its stakeholders, several new initiatives, across
following dimensions were taken:

E-communication with all stakeholders and between them through online platforms of zoom and
various Whatsapp and email groups; Faculty-student communication remained two-way.

Special weekly timetables were made by all departments for all the courses and online classes
were conducted regularly. Assignments under CIE were conducted in the form of competitions and
some were collected as videos.

Multi-modal channels (online classes through Zoom platform and use of e-resources) to deliver the
curriculum were adopted. Consequently, students were informed of the modalities for accessing e-
resources through the institutional website.

Digitization of the library resources and documents required by students and providing individual
INFLIBNET links to students and teachers.
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5. Placements and other students' activities continued intensively and smoothly.

6. Support to staff through college-paid zoom accounts and allowances for internet usage

7. The Principal and non-teaching staff provided uninterrupted and undeterred support with
information and documents to all. The Principal herself was a part of all Whatsappp groups and her
phone number was shared with all students and staff. Some necessary payments were made
online by the college including disbursement of salaries.

8. Understanding and appreciating the concerns of students and faculty, the Principal proactively
remained in touch with the University and took necessary action wherever and whenever required.

Evidence of Success: The initiatives taken proved to be fruitful and the college could tide of challenging
time without any hindrance.

•  Effective pedagogy and timely course completion: The entire syllabus was covered through online
teaching and course was completed in time. Internal assessment under CIE was conducted for all
courses. Examination would be conducted for students as per the directives of the state
government.
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